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Pop! Crack! Crackle! Those were the sounds coming from Nellie’s room on a cold winter day in New York City.  It was too 

cold to go out and play so Nellie was working on her spaceship made of Macaroni noodles.  

“There goes another spaceship” I said as my little sister, Peanut, knocked over my fourth macaroni spaceship and 

stepped on it.  “Really Peanut” I snapped.   

“Sorry Nellie, it was an accident” replied Peanut.  

Luckily there was not that much damage so I could fix it easily.  A few more pieces of macaroni and a little glitter glue to 

secure the new noodles and it was as good as new. Then I added the cheese to the engine for some power. I pulled the 

lever but nothing happened.  Just then Peanut burst into my room again with a glass of orange juice and spilled it all 

over the spaceship.  The cheese started to fizz so I tried the lever again and the engine started to rumble, so I shouted 

“3, 2, 1 blast off.”  The power of the engine blew the roof off of my house and the spaceship started going up, up, up 

into space.  

 I was sure that my mom would kill me for this and I didn’t know where I was going but I was too excited to care.  I was 

headed to outer space.  Zooming toward the red planet I saw comets fly past my spaceship.   I zoomed past Demios, one 

of Mars’s moons.  I was surprised that it was not round like our moon but shaped like an empanada.  

 Boom! My ship crashed in to Mars. The spaceship flew apart and noodles and glitter flew everywhere. I had a macaroni 

burn on my knee but wasn’t hurt severely. My ship was ruined.  “Now how will get home,” I mumbled to myself.  So I 

stood up to walk to the nearest town with tears in my eyes. As I was walking I looked around at all the rocks nearby and 

the red cliffs in the distance.  I thought I saw an old Mars Rover near the cliffs.  It was daytime and I could see the sun, 

and the sky was a beautiful dusty pink. Mars had a majestic look to it and even though I was enthralled to see Mars up-

close, I was troubled about how I was going get home.  

It must be around noon because it was nice out, not too cold.  I had read that it was very cold on Mars at night. I am glad 

I had my noodle space suit on because I was able to breathe in the pink Martian air. I saw something flying towards me 

and I was on my feet running when a meteor crashed nearby and cloud of red dust hit me in the face. I ran and ran and 

ran until I saw strange tracks in the red dirt and I decided to follow them.  I soon saw some blue and red Martians 

waving at me.  They were short and had three eyes.  The Martians kept saying something I couldn’t understand but they 

seemed nice. One kept pointing to itself and saying “amuamua” so I think that was her name.  

Amuamua took me to the nearest Martian town, where she politely invited me inside her blue, egg shaped home. I went 

in and had a delicious drink that tasted a lot like root beer she called it jup. I asked if she had anything sticky.  She gave 

me something sticky that they called dirrerr.  It seemed a lot like glue.  

I said goodbye to my friends and I went to fix my ship with lots of dirrerr.  Amuamua signaled for me to wait for her so 

she could help me fix my spaceship. Luckily we found most of the noodles and we put my ship back together. It was a 

little lopsided but almost as good as new. I pointed it towards home and pulled the lever and nothing happened. There 

was still some cheese left but it had dried out. I asked Amuama for something to drink. She pulled out a cup of jup.  I 

poured it on my ship and the cheese started to fizz.  I quickly got in and waved to my friend. As I zoomed past the stars 

and meteors I wondered how much trouble I would be in when I got home.



 


